S&F Chair – Paul Eitel,
Vice Chair – Mark Woolwine,
Committee Members: Linda Leake, William “Bill” Tuttle, Jody Carroll, Jason Sievers, Dennis Thomas & Phillip Carswell
EX Officio -Kevin Ledford

S&F Committee met March 2nd on Teams - Meeting headed up by Vice Chair Mark Woolwine as Paul Eitel Chair was out on University Business

- Scooters, Phillip Carswell & Dennis Thomas reviewing. To review Louisville Metro Ordnance Chapter 74 regulating dockless vehicles and how any parts can be incorporated for our use on campus scooters. For Scooters that are parked to close to building entrances and exits, as well as blocking walkways. In process.

- Paul Eitel reporting back – Paul attended a Campus Fire Safety Conference in Columbus OH. Sunday the 28th to Tuesday the 1st. met at the conference, my fire and safety counter parts from: Notre Dame, Virginia Tech, EKU, Alabama, Purdue and George-Mason universities and “all” had the same problems with scooters on their campuses as well. I have already started corresponding with Notre Dame and EKU and the others to follow.

- Notre Dame sent the following link https://ehs.princeton.edu/personalelectricvehicles from Princeton that Notre Dame is reviewing as a guide for working on their scooter policy.

- I have also added some pictures of “Bird” scooters in various forms of resting or roosting in our campus trees……I guess the kids think it’s funny and at least they are not blocking our sidewalks and doorways…..

- So we shall continue to work on this.....